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Yesterday I gave teisho on the First Statement. And I told you yesterday that the First

Statement is certainly not describing the condition of the origin itself.  The First Statement is

describing the state where the human world, that is to say the world of sentient beings, has been

manifest from the condition of the origin. The condition of the origin is the origin. That means

the origin of everything. Therefore the condition of the origin has everything as its content.  But

in that state the “I am” proclaiming self has not yet appeared.  And the worlds of mother and

father  also  have  not  yet  been  manifest  in  the  origin.   I'm  calling  that  state  provisionally,

temporarily, the condition of the origin. But who first came up with that way of naming it?  Well,

I guess we can say the Enlightened One did.

You can look up Rinzai's Three Statements in various Buddhist dictionaries and books of

comments, but I haven't found any of them that talk about it clearly.  It's natural that they're not

able to speak about it clearly because they seem to all take the First Statement as the state where

there is no “I am”.  Yesterday what I was trying to tell you is simply that the origin and the

human world of sentient beings are fundamentally different from each other.  And the world of

the First Statement is a world that has been manifest from the origin.

So how does Buddhism teach about the condition of the origin? Buddhism says that the

condition of the origin is an activity that is comprised of two essential opposing forces, which are

named plus and minus, or tatha-gata and tatha-agata.  This activity that comprises two functions,

of plus and minus, of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, is called the dharma activity, ho-sho 法性, the

dharma nature.  And  according to Tathagata Zen, when we personify the dharma activity, we

can see it as the heart activity, or the mind activity.  The dharma activity is the heart activity. The

heart activity, the mind activity, is the same as the dharma activity. They both have plus and

minus as their content. Don't make a mistake about this.  Please at least know this as an idea.
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When we actually get down to investigating these two activities in Tathagata Zen, as one

way to study we call the minus activity the subject and the plus activity the object.  Minus makes

all of plus her content, and they together are manifesting the one and only world, the world that

has no second.

It's important to see that plus and minus only have one shared place to act in, and if you

think about this in a personified way you can see that plus and minus are doing the activity are

doing the activity of making a home, of residing in their shared home.

Especially in the way of teaching in Tathagata Zen from the old days, they emphasized

this  point.  They  emphasized  taking  the  dharma activity  as  a  personified  thing,  as  the  heart

activity, and saying that when the plus and minus aspects of the heart activity are totally unified,

then the one and only world that has no “I am” is manifest. In other words, there is no self to

make an object of the world anymore. In other words, there is no body separate from a mind or

mind separate from a body. They are one.

This is very difficult to really understand.  What we're talking about here is the state of

perfection,  or completion,  in which plus and minus,  tatha-gata and tatha-agata,  are one. And

when you think of it  in terms of yourself,  that  is to say that  your heart  activity,  your mind

activity, and your body are one, that is to say you're manifesting the perfect body and the perfect

mind, which are the same thing.

In the beginning it's very important for you to have some knowledge of the perfect state,

and that's why I'm trying to explain it.

When the plus activity is taking the initiative, then he takes the lead and through that

action, he totally catches the experience of the whole world of minus.  But in this case the minus

activity is not static. She also is acting.  She's acting in a following role, in a reactive role, and as

plus experiences her, she also experiences him. She totally embraces him, so they experience

each other together.

And as you'll find out from your own experience later on, this is why Buddhism calls this

the  manifestation  of  true  love.   Many  people  talk  about  love,  and  many  people  talk  about
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perfection,  but I  don't think the explanations  they give of those things are like the Buddhist

explanation, and that's why I feel it necessary to go over the Buddhist explanation over and over

again.

I  don't  think  some  of  you  have  ever  run  into  the  Buddhist  way  of  teaching  about

completion or perfection,  or the Buddhist  way of teaching about true love.  And so although

you've been using these words, love and perfection, up until now, I imagine it's as if you are

speaking in a dream.  

There is nothing separate from the perfect state.  As long as plus and minus are working

together perfectly in this state of completion, there never is anything like subject or object, never

is anything like good or evil.  Of course subject and object, good and evil, only manifest when

the “I am” manifests, so then we have to ask what do plus and minus do in order to manifest the

“I am”, how does it come into being in the first place?

Of course this is what I've been talking about all along, and as we know, according to

Buddhism, it is when the season is arrived at, it is when the special time is reached, when plus

and minus clearly separate from each other, that the “I am” appears.  This is how Buddhism

teaches about a season, a season of time.  Plus and minus will meet each other and meet each

other, again and again, and inevitably the result of those meetings, those many meetings, will be

a by-product, and that by-product is the birth of a self.

As I've told you, this is when, according to Buddhism, the dharma activity, the activity of

tatha-gata and tatha-agata, manifests three worlds right in the body of the one world.  Among

those three worlds, the one that has both plus and minus as its content, and manifests itself as

incomplete space, is the present moment.  Right at that very moment that the present moment

manifests, according to Buddhism, past and future also manifest.  And as I've told you so many

times before, according to the teaching of Buddhism, the plus activity gives a hundred millionth

of himself and the minus activity gives a hundred millionth of herself, and because they've given

that  part  of themselves  away, both are  no longer complete  or perfect.  They've both become

incomplete.

I know I've said this endlessly, over and over, but it's because when I see you it's clear
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that you don't understand it that I keep repeating it.  When the subject and the object are totally

one and manifesting the one and only world, then they're both gone, there's no subject and object.

You can't say anymore that the body is the object and the mind is the subject. Body and mind are

one.  Who is it then that talks about good and evil, that talks about joy and suffering, that talks

about past, present, and future?  According to Buddhism it's only that present moment, imperfect

self, who then grows and develops, that can come to talk about these things.  

And that born self meets all sorts of different situations, but what kind of meetings are

those meetings?  The teaching of Buddhism says that when it comes to the meetings that the born

self  has,  we  can  understand  all  of  them in  terms  of  plus  and  minus.  We can  say,  at  least

provisionally, that the plus activity is on the inside of the born self, and the minus activity is on

the  outside,  and that  some way or  another  it  is  always  making relationship  with  those  two

activities on its inside and outside.

Buddhism also describes the birth of the self as a clear and complete cutting off from plus

and minus. The self  is independent  and cut off, alone.   Plus and minus can also be seen as

expanding and contracting,  and it  is  when those two activities  of expanding and contracting

clearly separate from each other that the self appears in between them.  If it were the case that

minus  were stronger  than  plus,  then  the  plus  activity  would  always be  pulled  along behind

minus, and separation would never happen.  Similarly, if the plus were the stronger one, than

minus would always just  eternally  be pulled  along behind plus,  and separation  would never

occur.

It is actually because plus and minus, expanding and contracting,  are exactly equal to

each other, that separation does occur, and that the “I am” is born.

Tathagata Zen says, "Practice clearly. Sit zazen and contemplate clearly until you can see

clearly for yourselves that at the moment of birth the “I am” is cut off decisively from both plus

and minus."  I think probably when you're in really troubling situations in your life you come to

think, "I just want to be alone."  And Buddhism even teaches about why you have that feeling,

although it's way off the track. Buddhism goes all the way to take all the trouble to explain to

you that the reason why when you meet very difficult, troubling situations in your life, you have
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that feeling of being alone, is because you've already had that experience at the very moment of

your birth, of being totally alone, of separating from both plus and minus, and receiving from

both plus and minus at the same time. Nobody follows you into that birth.  You're there all by

yourself.

So then what does that born self eat in order to go on?  If you had nothing to eat you'd

become dry like a fish flake and just fall over dead.  Tathagata Zen asks you to really carefully

contemplate this necessity to eat, don't sit there now that you're all big thinking that you got all

big by yourself.

The self is born, clearly decisively cut off from plus and minus, but those activities of

plus and minus are what we call in Buddhism, jogo no hataraki 常劫の働き.  They are activities

or forces that never stop being activities or forces. They are eternal. They never cease to act. And

so even though they are separate and .... [apparently complicated exchange between Giko and

Roshi happens in here]  Plus and minus separate from each other, and through that activity of

them separating, the three worlds of the present moment, and the incomplete plus and incomplete

minus world arise. But what I'm trying to emphasize here is that plus never quits being plus, and

minus never quits being minus.  Therefore the born self will without fail again make relationship

with plus and minus. 

This is what I need you to carefully contemplate for yourselves. First you need to see

clearly that you are born cut off from plus and minus, alone, and then you also need to see that

you are capable of again making relationship with plus and minus. The self is born alone but then

at  once it  makes  relationship  with plus  and minus on its  inside  and its  outside.  That  is  the

teaching of Buddhism.  Which way should the child go?  Should it follow father or should it

follow mother? Whenever it goes towards the father's direction the mother always cries out, "No.

Come back to my direction." And whenever it goes toward mother, the father immediately calls

out, "No, come back to me." And so this is the nature of the born self, to waft back and forth,

back and forth.

And Buddhism says that whenever the self is doing that sort of activity, of wafting back

and forth, it is manifesting feeling, the heat of feeling, passion, loving feeling, imperfect heart
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activity.  And at least as a first way of provisionally explaining this, although I have a lot more

explaining to do, Buddhism says that whenever the self does that activity it eats a little of plus

and takes a bite of minus, and through that it is capable of growing. That gives it its ability to

grow.

That self, however, cannot maintain its existence in the middle forever. Buddhism says

that without fail there will come a time when it has to completely give back what it got from

father  and give  back what  it  got  from mother.   Therefore  this  self  will  inevitably  have the

experience of becoming one with father and becoming one with mother. Although this isn't the

ultimate of that experience, it will happen.  And when the child becomes one with mother and

father again, finally again father can stop being father and mother can stop being mother, and

they can return to being the pure activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata. This is what you're

supposed to be contemplating firmly when you sit zazen.

When it is just pure plus and minus working together again, of course that is the newly

manifest condition of the origin. Although I know I've left off and skipped over some parts of the

story, this is the basic picture given to us by Buddhism, that the nature of the self is to do the

activity of separating subject and object and then unifying subject and object again, and through

those manifest a new condition of the origin.

According to the teaching of Tathagata Zen it is precisely because the self does not fixate

itself, it is precisely because the self dissolves itself, that it is possible for the self to grow.  If the

self were to fixate itself, then it would eternally be controlled by plus and minus.  But according

to Buddhism the self will inevitably dissolve itself, and through that dissolution of the self it will

mature.

The activity of dissolving the self, of dissolving the atman, in Buddhism is called mu ga

do, the way of no self.  The self does both of these activities. Inevitably it does the activity of

manifesting, of appearing, but just as inevitably it will do the activity of practicing the way of no

self and dissolving itself.  If you've been listening carefully, you should be able to now manifest

the wisdom that knows this law of nature, the law of how the self is born and the law of how the

self grows, and the fact that when the self grows it must dissolve itself, and again manifest the
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unification of subject and object.

The teaching of Buddhism says that it is inevitable that you will come to manifest the

wisdom that knows this principle, that knows that the nature of the imperfect self is to be the

present moment; therefore to dissolve the imperfect self means to dissolve the present moment.

And  when  the  present  moment  is  gone,  then  the  perfect  self  is  manifest.  That's  the  newly

manifest condition of the origin.

The source, the condition of the origin, manifests when the “I am” dissolves. Therefore if

you want to know the source, then when you contemplate the source you must dissolve the “I

am”.   When  it  comes  to  what  kind  of  teaching  Buddhism is,  I  suppose  you  can  say  that

Buddhism is the teaching that acknowledges this state of the origin, this source of all, and also

acknowledges that it is when the source divides itself in two that existence is manifest, that  an “I

am” appears.

After the “I am” manifests it will inevitably meet up again with the activity of unifying

subject and object,  and when it meets that activity,  it  must dissolve itself.   So what are you

practicing here in this Tathagata Zen practice? You are supposed to be appealing to your direct

experience  in  zazen  to  manifest  the  activity  of  subject  and  object  separating  and  the  self

appearing, and subject and object unifying and the self disappearing.  When the self appears then

it manifests the present moment.  So you must manifest the wisdom that knows that when you

have appeared it's necessary to then dissolve the self, to then do the activity of unifying subject

and object.  It's necessary to dissolve the self if you want to manifest the perfect self, and that

state of the perfect self is a new condition of the source.  This is the new condition of the origin.

The self appears in the world of the three worlds, and when it is in those three worlds the

present moment self is always being controlled by plus and minus. But then it can free itself of

that control by dissolving itself and manifesting a new source, a new perfect self.  The first origin

was zero and the new origin is perfect also, and also zero.  No matter what kind of a thing it is,

when anything manifests the condition of the origin, that's zero. So all of those zeroes are equal

to each other; all those zeroes are perfect therefore equal.  But meeting up with the separating of

subject and object, the self appears and in that world, everything is different from everything
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else.  But all of those imperfect selves that are different from each other will inevitably again

reach perfection.  

The problem is that those imperfect selves manifest the imperfect mind-heart activity that

I've  called  emotion  or  feeling,  and  that  develops  into  consciousness  and  then  an  incorrect,

mistaken way of consciousness manifests that thinks, "“I am a fixated thing."  This is a hard part

in the story, and because I have a cold it makes it even more difficult to talk about.  Most people,

all you folks, when you catch a cold, you probably take a break, but I don't ever take a break. Just

like being a mother, a mother doesn't have time to take a break.  A mother can only rest when

someone steps forward and says, "I'll do all of your work for you. You can rest now."       But I

don't think any mother, true mother, would give her child over to someone else, even if she is

sick.  So a real mother doesn't have time to rest.  You know I'm not a real mother either. But I

have the attitude, I've the stance with my heart, to try to do the work of a real mother.  So here I

am in front of everybody, determined not to take a break, and about to fall flat on my face in

front of all of you.

When you strive to actually practice Buddhism, you have to make both mu-ga-do 無我道

and u-ga-do 有我道 your content, you have to both practice the way of dissolving the self, the

way of no self, and also practice the way of manifesting the self.  That's what we're trying to do

in Tathagata Zen.  

ここで、賓主分離である、自己が現れたと、判子おした場合にそれは根源の状態

である。それは、だれもみることの出来ない状態である。その判子 lを取り上げるとい

うと、はっきりと紙の上に人間の世界が現れる。「あああああああ」と

So the seal is placed down, and subject and object are unified, and that's the condition of

the origin, and nobody can see that.  Then the seal is lifted, and clearly, “aaahhhhh!” the human

world  manifests.   Clearly  above  the  paper  the  human  world  manifests.   This  state  clearly

manifests, but what is it? Is it a state of perfection or a state of imperfection?  If it's perfect, then

that's the perfect self that manifests. If it's imperfect, then it is an imperfect self that manifests.  

The bell rang so let's say that this is the end of the teisho on the First Statement, the end

of the teisho on the separation of subject and object.  Subject and object separate from each other
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and the self is born as the present moment and then the plus activity becomes the past, father, and

the  minus  activity,  at  that  very  moment,  becomes  the  future,  mother,  and  now,  although,

tomorrow I'd like to speak more about the Second Statement, in fact today I've already spoken

about  the  Second  Statement,  because  the  second  stage  of  human  existence  is  then  making

relationship with past and future, making relationship with mother and father.  So I spoke a little

bit about the Second Statement today, but I'll speak more about it tomorrow.

終

The End
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